
Computer Humor

Riddles 

How do you keep a programmer in the shower all day?
Give him a bottle of shampoo which says "lather, rinse, repeat." 

How many software testers does it take to change a light bulb? 
One. "We just recognized darkness, fixing it is someone else's problem." 

What do you call a computer scientist? 
It doesn't matter what you call him. He's too involved with the computer to come anyway. 

What is an astronaut's favorite key on the computer keyboard? 
The space bar. 

What happened when the computer fell on the floor? 
It slipped a disk. 

What is a computer's first sign of old age? 
Loss of memory. 

Murphy's Laws of Computing 

1. When computing, whatever happens, behave as though you meant it to happen. 
2. When you get to the point where you really understand your computer, it's probably obsolete. 
3. The first place to look for information is in the section of the manual where you least expect to find it. 
4. When the going gets tough, upgrade. 
5. He who laughs last probably made a back-up. 

You Know It's Time To Get Off the Internet When... 

— You see something funny and scream, "LOL, LOL!" 
— Tech support calls YOU for help. 
— You say "Scroll Up" when someone asks what it was you said. 
— You talk on the phone with the same person you are IMing. 
— You're on the phone and say "BRB." 

Ponder These Nuggets

— Roses are #FF0000, Violets are #0000FF, All my love belongs to you 
— In a world without fences and walls, who needs Gates and Windows? 
— I would love to change the world, but they won't give me the source code 
— How do I set a laser printer to stun? 
— There is only one satisfying way to boot a computer 
— Concept: On the keyboard of life, always keep one finger on the escape button 
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